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A Strong In Spirit Day Is Dawning Upon You....

This is likely the most important Prayer Letter I’ve ever sent out.
The bigger the vision, the more times it has to die. – Bill Gothard
The prerequisite to resurrection is death.
I read both of these statements many years ago, but it hasn’t been until the last two years that I’ve seen
them being played out. From a functional standpoint, Strong In Spirit Ministries is all but dead. Very few
people have come the last few years for TM and I haven’t lead a SIS or TM Seminar in probably four years.
But I’m not discouraged…for the above reasons, and because I know God is in this.
As I’ve fasted and prayed and sought God’s direction and guidance, the words, ‘Seed the nations’ came
to me last summer. I’ve never heard that phrase before in my life, ever. It was a revelation. I believe I’m to
seed the nations with the Strong In Spirit and Transformation Ministry messages.
Then two months ago while in prayer, I got a huge download of where Strong In Spirit Ministries is
going. Without going into all the details, I believe God is directing me to plant a Strong In Spirit Ministries
School in the Fiji Islands. I would never have thought of that in a million years. As I prayed, I then heard
that, ‘Fiji is good soil to plant SIS/TM in,’ and I recalled the parable of the soils Jesus spoke.
As I continued praying, I had a strange but strong sense that someone in Fiji was praying me in there. I
don’t know who. The sense was not as dramatic as Paul’s vision in Acts 16:9, but along the same lines.
Then, and perhaps most amazingly, the words came to me that as God sent my mother’s grandparents to
an Island to be missionaries (Madagascar) decades ago, I am being sent to an island as well, and more. I was
floored at the generational parallel. As the prayer and revelation continued, the word ‘Micronesia’ then came
to me and I saw myself in a vision leading a SIS Seminar in a hotel there. I don’t know, maybe there’s a
generational calling to ‘islands’ in the family line, beats me.
Finally the memory of an experience I had in 2003 came back to me when for about 10 straight months
nearly every time I opened the Bible, the two words ‘the nations’ jumped off the page at me over and over
and over again. Oftentimes I would be in shaken and in tears afterwards.
I believe this calling to ‘the nations’ is going to start out in the Fiji Islands. I am making plans and
continuing to pray as I write. The Fijians were originally fierce warriors and head-hunters. I believe their
calling still is as warriors, but in the Spirit-realm. If so, Strong In Spirit and Transformation Ministries is
needed to help train them for that calling, and have it spread to other nations from there.
Ironically and amazingly, I have absolutely no resources to fulfill this calling. I haven’t had a salary in a
decade. In fact, I feel way over my head in every aspect of this, not just the financial end of it. But God is
faithful, and intercession is essential. But as someone said, “If your dreams don’t scare you, they’re not big
enough!” A blessed Christmas season to you! ALL God’s very best, Bruce

Prayer Needs

In view of this, please join with me in prayer for the fulfillment of the following requests…
 That doors will miraculously open for provision, direction and equipping for me to do this work.
 That whichever intercessor/s are praying me in from Fiji, that they will not quit praying.
 That God will somehow connect me with these people whenever it is I am to go there.
 That Fijians will have a thirst and desire for the Strong In Spirit and Transformation Ministry
messages and have a passion to spread them far and wide and become warriors in the Spirit.
 For faithful ministry advocates, supporters and intercessors for Strong In Spirit Ministries.

